Comic and novel industrial has growth to surprising stage. Every month, dozens of new titles comics and novels are published from various publishers. In the past, comics and novels tend to seek market share of children and adolescents. But now, all people love it. This is indirect evidence that the public are interested against both of these highly. Packaging entertainment that draws on comics and novels can be tempted people to love reading. Unfortunately not all societies can enjoy the comics and novels. It is caused of the limited purchasing power. Therefore, we need a container or a place where people can enjoy the comics and novels cheaply and even free. Comics and Novels Library is the answer.

Comics and Novels Library is a place of gathering, storing, and maintaining of the building which contains not only the comic (in the form of books, magazines, newspapers, etc.) and the novel, but also things associated with it (comics and novels) as comics or novels are filmed, the history of comics or novels, reference about the making of comics or novels, etc. The main function of this library is more focused for recreation, though some of which are educative and informative.

Comics and Novels library have a concept design in which the library building is no longer a tedious and formal. To be continued as theme make the library not only become a fun buildings for community but also part of their lifestyle.